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The transluminal quantum: a new unifying concept for a photon and an electron A transluminal quantum * is a helically moving point-like object having a frequency and a wavelength, and carrying energy and momentum. * can pass through the speed of light. * can generate a photon or an electron depending on whether the quantum's helical trajectory is open or closed. • 2. Superluminal/subluminal quantum model of the electron -A charged quantum moves in a closed double-looped helical trajectory with equal to one Compton wavelength .
Photon and Electron Models (continued) • 3. The electron model and the Dirac equation.
The electron model has quantitative properties of the relativistic Dirac equation's electron including its spin, magnetic moment and "jittery motion" speed, amplitude and frequency.
• 4. The electron's inertia -may be related to the electron model's internally circulating 'momentum at rest' . For a photon, the quantum travels a 45-degree helical path.
The quantum is point-like and has energy and momentum but not mass.
The quantum has angular momentum (spin) of 1 and a charge of zero.
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Trajectory Equations for Quantum Model of a Photon photon spin photon momentum / Position and momentum components for a right-handed photon: The proposed FTL quantum model of the electron has all 8 of these properties. 
